♠ Beer Selections
♠ On Draft
Weihenstephaner, Original Lager, Freising, Germany 6.
5.1% ABV – 500ml – Helles

Brewed from the oldest brewery in the world with continuous operation for nearly a thousand
years, ample time to perfect its craft. This medium-bodied Helles is built for the beer garden.
Guinness, Draught, Ireland 6.
4.2% ABV – 20oz – Irish Stout

There is nothing quite as satisfying as the proper pint of Guinness, especially when it’s poured to
perfection every time.
Seasonal Draft Selection A.Q.
We’ll have a new and fascinating keg every week. Ask your Wineslinger about our seasonal tap!

♠ By the Bottle
Golden State Cider Co., “Gingergrass,” Cider, Sebastopol, CA 8.
6.4% ABV – 16oz – Cider

Say hey to this amazing catch from the Golden State! This tall can of cidery goodness
showcases elevated aromatics of ginger, lemon, and crisp green apple that leaves nothing to the
imagination. Giant flavor from a tiny producer by the bay!
Gowan’s “1876 Heirloom,” Cider, Alexander Valley, CA 12.
5.7% ABV – 500ml – Cider

This new release from Gowan’s orchards celebrates their inaugural harvest in 1876, and has taken first marks in numerous California cider competitions! Zingy flavors of stonefruit, apple
blossom and honey resonate in the glass.
Trumer, Pilsner, Berkeley, CA 6.
4.8% ABV – 12oz – Pilsner

Trumer has long been showing why their German style Pilsner stands tall above the rest of the
pack. Substance, refreshment and drinkability are some words that come to mind. Every winemaker’s top choice after a long day of stompin’ grapes!
Paulaner, Hefeweizen, Munich, Germany 7.
5.5% ABV – 16.9oz – Hefeweizen

This highly effervescent beer delivers thirst quenching flavors and aromas of tropical fruit with a
full, billowy head. This Hefeweizen is a worldwide standard in refreshment for good reason.
Einstök, Icelandic White Ale, Akureyri, IS 6.
5.2% ABV – 12oz – Belgian White Ale

Water is one of the key ingredients to a great beer, and Iceland is known for some of the purest
H2O on the planet. Brewed in the Belgian White style with a touch of coriander and orange
zest, this is simply one of the best white ales we’ve ever had!
Boulevard Brewing, “Tank 7,” Kansas City, MO 8.
8.5% ABV – 12oz – Farmhouse Ale

Named in honor of a troublesome fermenter, Boulevard brings orange, lemon, and spicy esters
in tandem with American hops. One of the cleanest and brightest farmhouse ales you’ll find.
Calicraft Brewing Co., “Cali Cöast,” Walnut Creek, CA 6.
5.2% ABV – 12oz – Kölsch

Blaine Landberg started illegally brewing in his UC Berkeley dorm room; you’re now privy to
that education. Using only California grown ingredients this Kölsh gives-up aromas of fresh
pear, apples, bread, hay and honey and finishes with notes of zesty spice.
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♠ By the Bottle
Lagunitas, “Aunt Sally,” Petaluma, CA 6.
5.7% ABV – 12oz – Sour Mash Ale

All you sour fans, take note of ol’ Aunty Sally from our friends over the hill in Petaluma. She delivers a little sweet, fruity, tart cherry and cranberry ale that’s sassy, fresh, fun and a bit hoppy.
Strand Brewing Co., “24th Street Pale,” Torrance, CA 8.
6.1% ABV – 16.9oz - American Pale Ale

Strand brewing blew our hair back with this malt driven pale ale. Pale, Crystal, and Munich malts
provide a rich profile of graham cracker, and toast. With a crisp, and floral hop profile and a mild
fruity ester, this pale ale is built for BBQ and easily one of the best pale’s we’ve ever come across.
Mad River, “Slammin’ Salmon,” Humboldt County, CA 7.
8.6% ABV – 12oz – Double IPA

Tucked-up in the pristine Redwoods of Humboldt you’ll find passionate brewing at Mad River.
This double is a malty, robust, Amarillo dry hopped brew for a fresh piney and citrusy bold IPA.
It pushes up-stream at 8.6% alcohol.
Deschutes Brewery, “Fresh Squeezed,” Bend, OR 6.
6.4% ABV – 12oz – India Pale Ale

Family owned and operated in beautiful Bend, this mouthwateringly delicious IPA extracts it’s
flavor from citra and mosaic hops. Grapefruit and kumquats explode on the palate with pure
hoppy freshness all the way through. Don’t worry, no fruit was harmed in the making of this
brew!
21st Ammendment, “Back in Black,” San Francisco, CA 6.
6.8% ABV – 12oz – Black IPA

This San Francisco brew rebels against British IPAs. Inspired by Paul Revere’s midnight ride, this
black brings dark malts to an American IPA. Bitter chocolate, sweet caramel, and coffee finishes
with fresh hops for a truly revolutionary experience!
Coronado Brewing Co., “Idiot IPA,” San Diego, CA 7.
8% ABV – 12oz – Double IPA

This brew showcases the big 4 C’s-Cascade, Centennial, Chinook, and Columbus hops. The expertly woven tapestry of flavor and aroma is everything we’re looking for in a double IPA. Brawny
and tropical, Coronado is another gem in the land of the IPA.
North Coast Brewing Co., “Red Seal,” Fort Bragg, CA 6.
5.4% ABV – 12oz – American Amber Ale

Red Seal is rich in toffee, caramel, and fresh baked bread. A moderate hop profile providing the
perfect amount of balance for the richness of the malt. This is one to wash down that killer BBQ!
Anchor Brewery, Brekle’s Brown, San Francisco, CA 6.
6% ABV – 12oz – Brown Ale

A recipe tweaked from the archives of Anchor’s first brewmaster, a true tribute beer from the ‘City
by the Bay’. Toasted malt flavors of hazelnut exude complexity and richness without being overly
heavy. Ingredients: water, barley, malt, hops.
Founders, Porter, Grand Rapids, MI 6.
6.5% ABV – 12oz – American Porter

If you crave something dark, malty, and rich then this is the brew for you. Coffee and espresso
with toffee tones and bitter chocolate. Hops offer a second layer of finesse and balance for this remarkably drinkable American Porter. In other words, this stuff is really tasty.
Orval, Trappist Pale Ale, Orval, Belgium 10.
6.9% ABV – 11.2oz – Trappist Pale Ale

The monks at Orval have been brewing this for centuries. Dry with a huge effervescent head, and
featuring a highly complex yeast regimen, it’s time for you to find out why this is one of the most
unique beers on the planet.
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